Vitam accessible in Service, a French state's offer to archive digital data of public organisations
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2011: digital tsunami, how to answer it?
2015 : start of the Vitam Program
2016: delivery of the beta version

ISO 14721 (OAIS)
- Open Archival Information System
- A reference conceptual model designed for long-term digital information management, preservation and access
- Defined NASA recommendation

NF Z 42-013 / ISO 14 641-1
- Electronic archiving - Guidance and Requirements

Access Rules and regulations
- General data protection Regulation
- Directive on the re-use of public sector information (PSI)
- Relationships between Public/ administration Code
- Data Protection and Liberties Regulation (Loi CNIL)
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2018 : first production start-up

National Archives, Adamant project: operating since November 2018

Xelians: operating since late 2019

Diplomatic Archives, Saphir project: operating since September 2020

Ministère des Armées, Archipel project: operating since March 2021

Urssaf: operating since summer 2021

INPI: operating since summer 2021

CNAM: operating since December 2021
2019: how to facilitate the use of the software?
2020 start of the Vitam UI and VaS projects
2021: opening of Vitam accessible in service

Viva AS Roma
Unique portal to store and give access to your electronic archives!
2022 : one year after its debut, which uses? which users?
2022 : bilan

Other ministries

Local authorities (departments, municipalities) to benefit from the basic offer

State operators
Thank you!

contact@programmevitam.fr
https://twitter.com/ProgVitam/
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